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Sources from the 1400s

Are All History Books The Same?
The simple answer to the question at the top of the page is NO. This book was written to act as a stepping stone –
an introduction to the Wars of the Roses that gives you a strong base to step up from, stepping up to read more
detailed, more complex books. ‘Complex’, ‘detailed’ – that may sound hard-going and not much fun but that’s
only the case if you haven’t got a good foundation to build from. If this book’s done its job properly you will be
able to go on and enjoy reading other books.
But what do you read next? That sounds
easy. You find another book – but how
do you choose? Are all books as good as
each other? This page helps you find
your way through the different kinds of
history books – and articles – so you can
make an informed choice about what to
read next.
All the books are included as examples –
not necessarily because they are the most
important books to read. (Although they
are all definitely worth reading).

Articles

Monographs
Books on the whole of
the Wars of the Roses
Textbooks on longer
periods of history
Written for university and A
level students and people with
an interest in History

Written for university and A
level students and people with
an interest in History
John
Gillingham

G.L.Harriss

f
The Wars o
the Roses

e
Shaping th
land
g
n
E
nation:
1360-1461

Books on a single topic written
by research historians

Very detailed
discussions of new
research on a single
aspect of the period
or topic
M.K. Jones
York
Somerset,
ars
and the W
es
of the Ros

400 pages analysing the events
of Henry VI’s reign

1989

Bertram
Wolffe
Henry VI
1981

Published in ‘The English Historical
Review’ (a journal for research
historians), 22 pages analysing a group
of documents and what they suggest
about the beginnings of the Wars.

1981

2005
700 pages, part of a prestigious series,
summarising the latest research.

Wars of the

Roses

by
Ian
Dawson
This book was written for A level students
and was up-to-date with the latest research
by historians when it was published in 2011.
I was chosen to write it because I’ve written
and edited other successful books for A level
and I’ve been a schoolteacher and taught
the Wars of the Roses at university for a
number of years - but I’m not a historian
whose main job is to research this topic.

Popular histories
Written for everyone
interested in history
Helen Cast

or

The most enjoyable book to read.
Gillingham is an excellent research
historian and fine writer.

An excellent book to move onto
after reading Gillingham. Summing
up the latest research at the time it
was published and full of ideas
challenging older interpretations.

Roses
Blood and
family
The Paston
enth
in the Fifte
Century
2004
The book you’re most likely to see in a
shop. The author is a research historian
but is writing for all readers, not just for
historians and students.

Some questions for discussion:
1. Can you explain how this page is organized? There’s a logic to the layout – but what is it?
2. Which book might you read next after this one – and why?
3. If you had a choice between reading the books by Watts and Wolffe, which would you choose and why?
4. The date of publication has been included with all the book titles. Why is the date when a book was
published so important when deciding what to read next?
5. This page does not refer to the Internet as a way of finding out more about the Wars of the Roses.
What questions do you think you should ask before accepting that information on a website about the
Wars of the Roses is correct?
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This column shows the sources that all
the writers to the left of this column use
to write their books and articles.

Christine
Carpenter
f
The Wars o
the Roses
1997

Carole
Rawcliffe

400 pages analysing the events
of Henry VI’s reign

John Watt

y of
The Insanit
Henry VI

s

nd
Henry VI a
of
c
the politi s
kingship
1996

Chronicles
Accounts of events written near the time.
Many were written in London and the writers
often copied chunks out of other chronicles.
They tend to be lists interesting of events and
incidents without an overall theme.
Histories
Accounts of particular events or themes,
written soon after the time. The writers were
well-educated, learning from new ideas about
writing accurate history from scholars in
Europe. This style of writing was just
developing in the 1470s.
Royal government records
Huge numbers of records – of royal
council meetings, appointments to jobs in
counties, financial records, what happened in
Parliament, which lands were given to who,
copies of royal orders to nobles and gentry etc
etc etc.
Local government records
The records of council meetings in towns such
as York and Coventry.

1996
Published in ‘The Historian’. Like the
BBC History Magazine and History
Today, The Historian publishes articles
by historians written to interest and
inform the general public.

An example of a book that’s a
collection of articles by a number of
historians, each writing about a
specialist topic. This includes articles
on the Aristocracy; Information and
Science; Religion.

Horrox
Rosemary
(editor)
entury
Fifteenth C
Attitudes
1994

Why is the date so important?
The dates under each book title tell you when it was published. You should always
check when a book was published. Why? Think of the development of history-writing
about e.g. Henry VI as the chapters of a crime novel. If you read the novel’s chapters in
a random order you won’t be able to follow the plot and you won’t see how the
mystery unfolds. History writing is similar. Historians don’t write in a vacuum – if you
put the books on Henry VI together you see an unfolding discussion taking place
amongst the historians. Wolffe in 1981 was building on and replying to earlier books
on Henry. Watts in 1996 was, in part, replying to Wolffe, challenging his argument
and also reporting on his own research and so developing a different interpretation of
Henry. Without the date of publication you can’t know where a book into the
development of writing about your topic.

Letters
Many people wrote letters to friends and
family. Only a few remain. The most famous
are the Paston Letters, to and from members
of an east Anglian family. Helen Castor tells
their story in Blood and Roses (opposite).
Newsletters from foreign visitors
Foreign rulers sent ambassadors to England –
they reported home with the latest news,
creating what are often the most immediate
records of and reactions to events.
Buildings
Castles, churches, manor houses and their
contents – carvings, floor-tiles, effigies.
Objects
Jewellery, weapons, armour, furniture,
pottery, paintings, toys and games – the list
goes on and on.

Books
Bibles and many religious books and the first
printed books in England, including Thomas
Malory’s wonderful Morte d’Arthur – King
Arthur, Lancelot and the Round Table.
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